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IDSA – FEBRURY 2018 

 

1.ASEAN-INDIA CHALLENGES IN 

ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP 

Why in news? 

 India recently celebrated the 25th 

Anniversary of India-ASEAN Partnership. 

What is the significance of Indo-ASEAN ties? 

 The journey of India as a dialogue partner of 

ASEAN started in early 1990s with the 

initiation of Look East Policy (LEP).  

 In the following years, the geographic ambit 

of LEP expanded from Southeast Asia to 

include the Oceania as well as East Asia, 

encompassing a significant part of the Indo-

Pacific.  

 The renaming of LEP as Act East Policy 

(AEP) in 2014 reflected this reality, the new 

coinage signalled India‘s interest in playing a 

significant role in the Indo-Pacific region.  

 Economic partnerships play a significant role 

in India-ASEAN relations and in India‘s 

efforts to reach out to the Indo-Pacific 

region.  

 The region has witnessed the formation of 

mega-trade blocs like the Regional 

Comprehensive Economic Cooperation 

(RCEP). 

 Thus ASEAN is an inevitable partner for 

India if it has to become a major Indo-Pacific 

power.  

What are the prospects of ASEAN? 

 The Asian Development Outlook 2017 has 

projected that Southeast Asia is expected to 

achieve 5 per cent growth in 2017-18. 

 ASEAN is a recognised production base, with 

most of its members witnessing upward 

growth for the last couple of years.  

 Domestic consumption and private 

investments have become the principal 

factors in ASEAN‘s economic development. 

 Asian Development Bank (ADB) also 

estimates that ASEAN Five (Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines and 

Vietnam) will witness remarkable growth in 

their export trade. 

 In Foreign Direct Investments (FDI), EU, 

Japan, the US and China are the principal 

sources of investment inflows.  

 Presently, intra-ASEAN trade contributes 

almost 23 per cent of its total external trade 

and intra-ASEAN FDI constitutes 

approximately 25 per cent of the grouping‘s 

total receipt of FDI. 

What are the concerns over Indo-ASEAN 

Trade? 

 Despite having a Free Trade Agreement 

(FTA) in goods and trade in services and 

investment agreement, India is not 

benefitting much from its economic 

cooperation with ASEAN.  

 Though there has been a steady growth in the 

total trade between India and ASEAN in the 

last few decades, India suffers from tariff 

reductions in imports from ASEAN.  

 In value-added sectors including chemicals 

and applied products, India‘s negative trade 

balance has been increasing. 
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 The fact remains that the sectors which are 

suffering from negative trade balance 

constitute almost 75 per cent of India‘s 

exports to ASEAN. 

 India is unhappy with the restrictions RCEP 

member countries are putting in place in all 

modes of services, which worsen India‘s 

negative trade balance with ASEAN.  

 India‘s preferred three-tier approach as 

regards tariff reductions on imports, which 

was rejected by ASEAN and other RCEP 

members. 

How India can utilize its relationship with 

ASEAN? 

 Despite these challenges in the economic 

partnership, India‘s commitments towards 

ASEAN have never been compromised.  

 India is committed to assist the CLMV 

countries (Cambodia, Laos PDR, Myanmar 

and Vietnam) in their economic 

development.  

 ASEAN and India have expressed their 

willingness to enhance intra-regional 

tourism and people-to-people connectivity 

and civilizational and cultural influences 

have been reiterated by both sides. 

 Furthermore, the ASEAN region wants a 

strong Indian presence as a counter-balance 

to the growing Chinese influence.  

 This has become evident as India‘s defence 

and security partnership with countries like 

Vietnam has experienced several positive 

developments in the recent years.  

 Reciprocity and mutual understanding on 

common concerns will help both ASEAN and 

India to overcome some of the challenges 

facing their relationship. 

2. THE MALDIVIAN CRISIS 

Why in news? 

 An Administrative crisis has been erupted in 

Maldives. 

What happened in Maldives? 

 In a unanimous judgment, Supreme Court of 

Maldives directed that nine political 

prisoners including former President 

Mohamed Nasheed should be set free as 

cases against them were politically 

motivated. 

 In addition, the Court instructed that the 12 

Members of Parliament who had been 

stripped of their positions by President 

Abdullah Yameen because they had defected 

from his Party, the Progressive Party of 

Maldives (PPM), should be immediately 

reinstated. 

 The Court ordered that the new session of 

Parliament be convened with the 

participation of these 12 members on 5 

February 2018, it also ruled that fresh cases 

be initiated against them.  

What are the reactions for the judgement? 

 The judgment was warmly welcomed by 

Nasheed and his Maldivian Democratic Party 

(MDP) as well as by all members of the 

opposition alliance.  

 There is a wide support and welcome for the 

Supreme Court‘s ruling by a large segment of 

the international community including the 

Secretary General of the United Nations, 

USA, UK, EU, India, Australia, Canada, etc. 

 The ruling administration contended that it 

was not possible to implement the ruling as it 

would lead to a serious law and order 

situation. 
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What is the course of crisis? 

 Yameen appears determined to ride 

roughshod over all domestic protests and 

demonstrations, and international 

sentiments and concerns.  

 Maintaining that the Supreme Court verdict 

was an attempt at a coup, Yameen imposed 

an emergency for 15 days and arrested the 

Chief Justice and another senior justice of 

the Supreme Court. 

 On 6 February, the remaining three members 

of the Supreme Court reversed their earlier 

decision to free the nine arrested political 

prisoners, this has added a fresh twist to the 

unfolding tense and depressing saga. 

 Several countries have expressed strong 

concern at the developments, with the 

United States issuing a veiled warning by 

saying that the ‗‘world is watching.‘ 

What are the concerns of Sino-Maldivian 

ties?  

 For past few years Maldives has progressively 

cozied up to China at the expense of India.  

 This started with the cancellation of the 

Indian company GMR‘s contract for building 

Male airport and awarding it to China in 

2015  

 Maldives also enthusiastically boarded the 

bandwagon of the Maritime Silk Road 

initiative launched by China in 2013.  

 Maldives has leased out several islands to 

China which could be used for building bases 

as part of the ―string of pearls‖ strategy to 

encircle India and reduce its influence.  

 The latest development in this narrative was 

the signing of an FTA with China after a 

suspiciously hurried approval by the 

Maldivian Parliament.  

 Maldives has tried to soothe India‘s frayed 

nerves by maintaining that Maldives 

continues to follow the ‗‘India First‘‘ policy 

and by sending his Foreign Minister as a 

special envoy in January 2018 to reassure the 

Indian government. 

What responses India need to take in this 

regard? 

 India will need to employ a graduated 

approach in dealing with the evolving 

situation.  

 It will also need to be in regular and constant 

touch with its international partners 

including USA, EU and other likeminded 

countries. 

 In addition, India has about 25,000 Indian 

expatriates in Maldives who are engaged in a 

number of professional pursuits, their safety 

and security is a matter of acute concern.  

 Conjunction with the UN and other 

democratic countries, India should apply 

unrelenting pressure in a graduated and 

calibrated manner on Yameen to restore 

freedom and independence of the Supreme 

Court. 
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3. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN 

MILITARY OPERATIONS 

What is the issue? 

 Penetration of Artificial intelligence (AI) 

technologies in military operations is being 

intensive across the globe. 

How AI is being implemented in Military 

operations? 

 The use of AI in military applications, 

specifically those termed as Lethal 

Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS) is 

rapidly increasing. 

 LAWS, according to a commonly accepted 

definition, are weapon systems that ―once 

activated, can select and engage targets 

without further human intervention". 

 The United States has put AI at the centre of 

its quest to maintain its military dominance, 

a substantial portion of defence funding has 

been allocated for robotics, autonomous 

systems and human-machine collaboration.  

 Chinese believe that the character of warfare 

is changing due to unmanned platforms and 

autonomous systems and have labelled AI 

research as a national priority. 

 Russia is pursuing the development of LAWS 

in earnest, in order to keep pace with the US 

and China in this new arms race.  

 The UK, France and Israel, amongst others, 

are expected to be significant players in this 

contentious new field. 

What are the advantages of LAWS? 

 The development and deployment of LAWS 

would lead to the saving of human lives as 

LAWS may be used in a self-sacrificing 

manner. 

 Moreover, they can be designed without 

emotions that normally cloud human 

judgment during battle leading to 

unnecessary loss of lives. 

 Autonomous weapons would have a wide 

range of uses in scenarios where civilian 

presence would be minimal or non-existent. 

What is the global response on LAWS? 

 There are underlying fear grounded in the 

belief that AI systems would one day exceed 

human intelligence and capabilities. 

 The prospects of this military application has 

given rise to the Campaign to Stop Killer 

Robots, a global coalition of 64 non-

government organisations (NGOs) launched 

in April 2013 under the aegis of Human 

Rights Watch with the aim of pre-emptively 

banning fully autonomous lethal weapons.  

 A Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) has 

been debating the issue of LAWS, 

Approximately 90 countries along with many 

other agencies are the participants of the 

group. 

 The primary argument put forth by advocacy 

groups calling for a ban is that weapon 

systems that have autonomy in the critical 

functions of ‗select and engage‘ would be in 

violation of International Humanitarian Law 

(IHL).  

 While the former principle requires weapon 

systems to be able to reliably distinguish 

between combatants and civilians, the latter 

requires value judgement to be used before 

applying military force.  

What is the stand of India on LAWS? 

 In the context of the Indian military 

landscape LAWS cannot be over-emphasized, 
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as there are many scenarios where these can 

be deployed to advantage.  

 

 

 Autonomous systems designed to disarm 

improvised explosive devices (IEDs) are 

already in use by Indian forces, although 

these are non-lethal and defensive in nature.  

 In the context of India‘s defence, presently 

there appears to be a void in terms of 

doctrines and perspective plans when it 

comes to the exploitation of AI/ Robotics 

technologies.  

 Occasional interactions by the defence 

establishment with the DRDO‘s Centre for AI 

and Robotics (CAIR) and other agencies are 

inadequate to spur the latter into producing 

timely and meaningful results. .  

 It is also worth noting that world-wide, R&D 

in these technologies is being driven by the 

private commercial sector rather than the 

defence industry.  

 Given India‘s security landscape, perhaps 

there is a need to adopt a radically different 

approach for facilitating the development of 

LAWS.  

4. NEXT GENERATION MILITARY 

WEAPON 

Why in news? 

 Russia‘s Ministry of Defence reported a 

swarm drone attack on a Russian military 

base in Syria.  

What are Aerial Drone Swarms? 

 Aerial drones are transforming into flying 

robots and artificially intelligent machines 

taking on the enemy in groups. 

 With advances in chip technology it has 

become feasible to design machines 

exhibiting complex behaviour, achieve 

mutual coordination and accomplish 

complex tasks.  

 The swarm of drones behaves and functions 

somewhat like swarms occurring in nature, 

e.g., honeybee swarms, flying in 

coordination, displaying collective 

intelligence and each executing a small share 

of the collective task.  

 These robot teams would deploy in teams 

that could number more than 100 hence the 

―swarm‖ aspect to overwhelm and defeat the 

enemy. 

 These swarms can communicate with each 

other, executing tasks while assigning and 

assuming roles, deciding the positions and 

roles of each piece as per certain algorithms.  

 

 What is the attack was about? 

 The attack reported from Syria is the first 

ever drone swarm attack. 

 Terrorists applied a massed drone aircraft 

attack launched from a range of more than 

50 km using modern GPS guidance system.  

 Russian experts found on examination of the 

drones that these were sophisticated and 

professionally assembled. 
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 The drones had satellite navigation 

electronics and carried professionally 

assembled improvised explosive devices 

(IEDs) as weapons which could be dropped 

at the assigned coordinates.  

What is the role of Drone Swarms in modern 

day warfare? 

 They could become the cheapest way to 

successfully execute many types of military 

missions, they are somewhat akin to missiles, 

but are much cheaper than missiles.  

 Drone swarms are now being conceptualized 

as canister launched weapons, which would 

make them easy to pack and carry.  

 Launching a swarm of hundreds of drones 

would probably require only a few vehicles.  

 Since these are small and fast moving, only a 

few may be shot down and many others 

would be able to get to their targets.  

 A drone swarm could be very effective in the 

anti-personnel role by causing substantial 

casualties in enemy battalions, even when 

they are concealed in trenches or hideouts.  

 Drone swarms could readily take on tasks in 

contaminated environments having 

radiation, chemical or biological hazards or 

in dangerous situations. 

 Drone swarms could be particularly useful in 

urban warfare and counter terrorist 

operations where they could be launched 

inside buildings to seek out hidden militants. 

What are the limitations of these weapons? 

 Their offensive could be blunted through the 

use of countermeasures like electronic 

warfare techniques, cyber-attacks, laser and 

microwave weapon systems, pitching a 

counter drone swarm.  

 For every mission, the drone swarm would 

require mission specific programming, such 

programmes always need to be kept ready. 

 But these limitations can be easily overcome 

by infusing Artificial Intelligence Technology. 

What is the prevalence of drone swarms 

across the globe? 

 The US has been carrying out drone 

swarming trials since August 2015.  

 A recent trial included airdropping of these 

drones in the battlefield from canisters 

carried by three F/A-18 fighter aircraft. 

 In parallel to developing drones, the Defence 

Advanced Research Projects Agency of the 

US is reportedly working to develop 100-plus 

combat tactics for employing drones in 

swarms. 

 In 2016, China demonstrated drone 

swarming using 67 larger, fixed wing, drones.  

 Russia has reportedly been working on a 

concept of drone swarming wherein the 

Scandinavian countries have seen Russian 

drones flying in formation over their skies.  

5. IND0-IRANIAN BILATERAL 

COOPERATION 

Why in news? 

 Iran‘s President Hassan Rouhani has visited 

India for strengthening Indo-Iranian ties. 

What is the significance of the recent visit? 

 Both India and Iran seem to have come to 

the conclusion that there are a large number 

of areas in which their interests coincide and 

converge.  
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 This visit provided a vigorous push to 

bilateral ties in the areas of connectivity, 

energy, infrastructure, trade, investment, 

security, defence, and Culture and people-to-

people contacts.  

 The Agreement on Avoidance of Double 

taxation was signed to promote bilateral 

trade and investment.  

 India has also decided to permit Indian 

investments in Iran in Indian rupees, 

currently, this facility is available only for 

Bhutan and Nepal.  

 A Bilateral Extradition Treaty was signed and 

it was also decided to have enhanced 

cooperation in the maritime domain.  

 The two countries ―agreed to hold dialogue to 

look into measures for cooperation in 

defence sphere, including port calls by naval 

ships, training and regular exchanges of 

defence delegations. 

What is Iran’s present political situation? 

 Iran‘s administration was recently rocked by 

huge street protests and demonstrations in 

several cities against lack of employment, 

corruption and high prices.  

 The nuclear deal or Joint Comprehensive 

Plan of Action (JCPOA) signed with P5+1 in 

2015 was expected to increase investment 

from foreign countries, improve production 

and productivity, bring in new technology, 

create more jobs and be beneficial to the 

common people.  

 This unfortunately has failed to materialise 

principally because of the aggressive and 

belligerent posture adopted by present US 

administration against the nuclear 

Agreement.  

 This has dissuaded foreign investors from 

venturing into Iran till the situation becomes 

clearer. 

 

What are the recent developments in Indo-

Iranian relations? 

 Chabahar Port - Recently Chabahar port 

was inaugurated, which provides a strategic 

option to India to connect with Afghanistan 

and Central Asia and beyond. 

 Chabahar is a natural harbour and can serve 

as the sourcing point for the International 

North-South Transport Corridor. 

 An Agreement was signed to provisionally 

hand over the management of Chabahar to 

India for the next 18 months.  

 Ashgabat Agreement - India's recent 

accession to the Ashgabat Agreement in 

which Turkmenistan, Iran, Uzbekistan and 

Oman are members, and to the TIR 

Convention will help enhance its engagement 

with the region. 

 Infrastructure Developments -India has 

also committed to construct the railway line 

from Chabahar to Zahedan, which is close to 

Zaranj on the Afghanistan-Iran border.  

 Energy - India has plans to set up plants in 

sectors such as fertilizers, petrochemicals 

and metallurgy in Chabahar Free Trade Zone 

(FTZ). 

 This will promote India's energy security 

while providing financial resources and 

employment opportunities to Iran.  

 Discussions on the exploitation of Farzad B 

gas field, which was discovered by an Indian 
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consortium comprising OVL (ONGC Videsh 

Ltd) is also in cards. 

 Trade and Investment -Both sides agreed 

to facilitate issuance of visas to promote 

tourism and people-to-people contacts 

between the two countries.  

 More frequent travel by Indian businessmen 

and people will provide a huge boost to Iran's 

economy and also promote understanding 

and cooperation between the two countries. 

 India opened Confederation of Indian 

Industry (CII) Office in Iran last year can 

also be expected to give s strong boost to two 

way business and economic ties. 

What are the challenges before Indo-Iran 

ties? 

 Ensuring security and stability in 

Afghanistan, which is vital to peace in the 

region, poses a challenge to both India and 

Iran. 

 Both countries desire peace in Afghanistan 

but their approaches are markedly different.  

 India maintains that there cannot be a 

distinction between ''good Taliban'' and ''bad 

Taliban.''  

 It contends that terrorist attacks perpetrated 

by the Taliban and Haqqani network which 

enjoy safe havens in Pakistan are the root 

cause of the problem and that these groups 

cannot be a part of the solution.  

 Moreover, it views the presence of US troops 

as beneficial since they maintain pressure on 

Pakistan to give up support for terrorist 

elements acting against Afghanistan.  

 Iran‘s position is quite different, it wants US 

troops to leave Afghanistan as soon as 

possible.  

 In addition, it has expressed readiness to 

collaborate with Pakistan and China to bring 

the Taliban to the negotiating table. 

 Other challenges in bilateral relations relate 

to India's growing ties with USA, Israel, 

Saudi Arabia and UAE, all of which are 

intractable rivals of Iran. 

6. INDIA AND THE ASHGABAT 

AGREEMENT 

Why in news? 

 India has recently joined the Ashgabat 

Agreement. 

What is Ashgabat Agreement? 

 It is an international multimodal transport 

and transit corridor between Central Asia 

and the Persian Gulf, established in 2011.  

 The Agreement was first signed by 

Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Iran, Oman and 

Qatar. 

 While Qatar subsequently withdrew from the 

agreement in 2013, Kazakhstan and Pakistan 

joined the grouping in 2016. 

 The Ashgabat Agreement came into force in 

April 2016. 

 Its objective is to enhance connectivity 

within the Eurasian region and synchronize 

it with other regional transport corridors, 

including the International North–South 

Transport Corridor (INSTC). 

How India was admitted into Ashgabat 

Agreement? 

 At its first meeting held the Working 

Committee of the Ashgabat grouping 

discussed operational issues, including 

details of the routes through participating 

countries.  
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 The Parties submitted a number of proposals 

to the Depository State (Turkmenistan) to be 

considered for approval by the Coordinating 

Committee.  

 In 2016, India had formally conveyed its 

interest in acceding to the Ashgabat 

Agreement.  

 Recently Turkmenistan, as the Depository 

State of the Ashgabat Agreement, informed 

India ‗that all the four founding members 

have consented to the accession of India (to 

the agreement). 

 India will now provide information to the 

Coordinating Committee with respect to all 

the details on taxes, fees, tariffs and other 

payments levied at the ports and 

checkpoints. 

What is the Significance of India’s entry into 

Ashgabat? 

 India‘s joining of the Ashgabat Agreement 

makes a greater prospect for enlarging both 

the operational and practical scope of 

Chabahar to become a vital gateway and the 

shortest land route to Central Asia. 

 Connecting to Afghanistan via Chabahar has 

been essential for India and it has already 

sent shipments of wheat to Afghanistan 

through Chabahar port.  

 Its accession to the Ashgabat Agreement 

would enable India to utilise the existing 

transport and transit corridor to facilitate 

trade and commercial interactions with the 

Eurasian region. 

 In general, joining the Ashgabat Agreement 

would make it easier for India to reach out to 

Central Asia which houses strategic and 

high-value minerals including uranium, 

copper, titanium, , iron ore, etc.  

 Kazakhstan alone wants to increase its non-

oil exports by 50 per cent by 2025, without 

direct transport access India cannot procure 

the Central Asian riches needed for its 

manufacturing economy. 

What will the participating countries gains 

from India? 

 More Afghan trade is expected to eventually 

shift to the Chabahar Port and will drastically 

reduce Afghanistan‘s dependency on 

Pakistan for transit of Afghan goods.  

 The Iran-Turkmenistan-Kazakhstan (ITK) 

railway line will be the major route under the 

Ashgabat Agreement is part of the India-

funded INSTC. 

 The operationalization of the INSTC 

encompasses ship, rail and road routes 

connecting India with Russia, Central Asia 

and Europe via Iran. 

 India has also signed a bilateral agreement 

with Tajikistan in 2015 to enhance 

connectivity, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and 

Kyrgyzstan are already members of the 

INSTC.  

 India‘s participation in Eurasian connectivity 

projects through the Ashgabat Agreement 

will serve to address the integration process 

under the EAEU and Shanghai Cooperation 

Organisation (SCO) in more viable ways. 
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7.STRENGTHENING INDIA-JORDAN 

TIES  

What is the issue? 

 During official visits to Israel or Palestine 

Indian personnel use Jordan has a transit 

point. 

 India must understand that Jordan is more 

than a transit point. 

 

How Jordan is used as a transit point? 

 Whether it is the Gaza Strip or West Bank, 

one could not visit the Palestinian territories 

without transiting through a third country.  

 One could visit either of these areas through 

Israel, the Gaza Strip is about two hours‘ 

drive from Tel Aviv. 

 Ramallah (West bank), the headquarters of 

the Palestine National Authority is about 13 

kilometres away from the centre of 

Jerusalem.  

 

 The political distance is larger and more 

complicated, especially when one intends to 

travel to Palestine without visiting Israel. 

 That leaves only Egypt and Jordan as 

possible transit points for the Gaza Strip and 

West Bank, respectively. 

Why Gaza strip and West bank cannot be 

visited directly? 

 The geographic situation is compounded by 

the infrastructure or lack of it in both these 

areas.  

 The Gaza International Airport was opened 

in 1998 in the wake of the Oslo agreements 

was destroyed by Israeli air strikes.  

 Thus, the land route from the Rafah Crossing 

between Egypt and the Gaza Strip became 

the only entry point both for the Palestinians 

and outside visitors if they wished to avoid 

coming to Gaza through Israel. 

 Entering the West Bank is, however, more 

complicated, as a landlocked area, its only 

access to the outside world has been through 

Jordan.  

How Jordan uses this opportunity? 

 Prior to the June War, when the West Bank 

was part of the Hashemite Kingdom, 

Palestinians travelled abroad through the 

Allenby Crossing which had been operational 

since the days of the Ottoman Empire.  

 After the June War and Israeli occupation of 

the West Bank, Palestinians used this 

crossing to go to Jordan and from there to 

other countries.  

 After the Israel-Jordan peace treaty, to 

facilitate the flow of Israeli tourists, Jordan 

opened two other border crossings to the 

North and South of the Allenby Crossing, 

now called King Hussein Crossing.  
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 Indian visitors to the Palestinian territories 

often included Jordan in their itinerary.  

 Even if India managed to de-hyphenate 

Israel from Palestine, It could not de-

hyphenate Palestine from Jordan. 

What was India’s experience with Jordan 

ties? 

 Since the early 1920s, Indian nationalists 

were never enamoured of the Hashemite 

(Kingdom of Jordan), then the rulers of the 

Hejaz region (Western regions of present day 

Saudi Arabia) which also includes Mecca and 

Medina.  

 The Arab Revolt of 1916 spearheaded by 

Sharif Hussein of Mecca—the great-great-

grandfather of the present King of Jordan did 

not go down well with the Indian nationalists 

who saw it as a British-inspired conspiracy 

against the Ottoman sultan-cum-caliph.  

 In later years, this jaundiced view 

transformed into Indian disapproval of 

Jordan being a pro-Western monarchy in the 

post-Second World War Middle Eastern 

order. 

 India‘s normalization of relations with Israel 

in 1992 and the bonhomie generated by the 

Oslo process meant that the mandarins felt 

comfortable dealing with Israel and Palestine 

while disregarding the geographic 

compulsions.  

 While Amman was used as a transit point for 

visits to the region, India never recognized 

the importance of Jordan vis-à-vis the 

Palestinian cause.  

 

 

 

Why Jordan is significant to India? 

 Indian assistance to the Palestinians could 

not be routed through Israel without political 

controversy both at home and abroad. 

 A greater Jordanian role is a pre-condition 

for Palestinian statehood, both for logistical 

as well as developmental considerations.  

 India cannot help the Palestinians 

constructively without coordinating with 

Jordan. 

 Thus India indeed to consider Jordan more 

than a transit point and start making strong 

diplomatic relations with Jordan‘s monarch. 

8. AN INFLUENTIAL PARTNERSHIP 

INDIA-JORDAN  

Why in news? 

 Jordan‘s Monarch King Abdullah II bin Al-

Hussein is visiting India as a Three day visit. 

What is the account of India-Jordan 

relationship? 

 The first bilateral agreement on cooperation 

and friendly relations between the two 

nations was entered into soon after Indian 

independence in 1947. 

 India and Jordan established diplomatic 

relations in 1950 after India became a 

Republic 

 The exchange of bilateral visits at high 

political and senior official levels declined 

significantly after 2006, the relationship has 

failed to realize the huge, untapped potential. 

 Recent years have, however, witnessed a 

decisive impetus to the bilateral partnership. 
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What is existing Economic ties between the 

two nations? 

 India is Jordan's fourth largest trade partner 

after Iraq, Saudi Arabia and China.  

 Bilateral trade totalled USD 2.2 billion in 

2014-15. India exported 1.4 billion worth of 

goods to Jordan, and imported 857 million.  

 Jordan Phosphate Mines Company (JPMC) 

and Indian Farmers Fertilisers Cooperative 

(IFFCO) established a joint venture project in 

Jordan worth USD 860 million for 

manufacturing Phosphoric Acid.  

 As of January 2016, Indians owned around 

25 textile mills in Qualified Industrial Zones 

(QIZs) in Jordan at a total investment of 

USD 300 million.  

 These mills employ over 10,000 people. ICT, 

renewable energy, financial/banking 

services, leather, automobile, higher 

education, tourism, Bollywood, 

pharmaceuticals and construction sectors 

present good potential for increased trade 

and investment. 

What is the significance of Indo-Jordan ties? 

 Both India and Jordan face the common 

threat of terrorism and extremism.  

 Political, security and economic 

developments in West Asia over the last few 

years are helping the two countries re-

discover each other.  

 The Shia-Sunni divide between Iran and 

some Sunni states led by Saudi Arabia and 

the Israel-Iran rift have forced countries to 

look around for reliable and trustworthy 

partners.  

 Under these circumstances, India, which is 

one of the few countries that maintains 

strong and vibrant ties with strategic 

countries has emerged as a partner of choice 

for several countries in the region.  

 Jordan is one of the few countries in West 

Asia that maintains diplomatic relations with 

Israel and has cordial relations with the West 

as well as its neighbours.  

 Thus India and Jordan can be termed as 

natural allies as both countries are peaceful, 

stable and are witnessing rapid economic 

growth and have similar positions on 

regional and global affairs. 

What are the expected outcomes of the 

upcoming visit? 

 The visit of Jordan‘s is expected to be 

accompanied by business delegation is likely 

to provide a shot in the arm to the 

relationship between India and Jordan.  

 This visit happens amidst India‘s deepening 

ties with four countries of West Asia, which, 

in addition to Jordan, included Palestine, the 

United Arab Emirates and Oman.  

 It is expected that discussions during the 

visit will focus on a wide variety of issues and 

Agreements will be signed in several 

significant areas including trade, investment, 

tourism, cultural exchanges, and intelligence 

and security cooperation. 

 It also expected that Indian PM and King of 

Jordan will address an event themed on 

measures against radicalisation of youth.  
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9. MAOISTS DEPLOYING PRESSURE 

MINES 

What is the issue? 

 Maoists are deploying Pressure Mines in 

their operational areas. 

 This affects many government personnel and 

civilians. 

What is a Pressure Mine? 

 Typically, a pressure mine is made by placing 

TNT or other explosives in a small, spherical 

container and attaching a blasting cap at the 

top of the container.  

 The size of the blast depends upon the size of 

the container and the amount of explosive 

material packed inside.  

 Pressure bombs are made with readily 

available materials and can be simple or 

complex; it all depends on the fabricator‘s 

choice. 

 These bombs are easy to conceal. They are 

planted just below the surface of the earth.  

 The pressure that a person would exert when 

he or she steps on it accidentally, while 

walking normally, is all that is needed to 

trigger-off an explosion. 

 

How pressure mines are being deployed by 

Naxals? 

 For over more than a decade, Naxalites of the 

Communist Party of India (Maoist), Maoists 

in in short, have been widely deploying 

pressure mines. 

 These mines are most prevalent in 

Chhattisgarh‘s Bastar region, as well as in 

other parts where they operate. 

 The intended target is security force 

personnel on patrol, Pressure mines may not 

be lethal, but can certainly decapitate a 

person.  

 Mines had been planted adjacent to a bore 

wells and other water bodies with a view to 

target security forces personnel who 

normally halt there to quench their thirst.  

 While on duty, the fear of a blast constantly 

lurks in his mind and he has to be very 

cautious while walking; this is a distraction.  

 If he is careless, he might get injured and lose 

a limb permanently; occasionally he may also 

die.  

 An injured security force personnel is more 

expensive for the state as it raises the cost of 

fighting the rebels, the injured person has to 

be tended to and a replacement found. 

What are the concerns caused by these 

pressure mines? 

 Besides, innocent civilians and cattle have 

also been victims of pressure mines.  

 On a number of occasions, cattle grazing in 

the forest have been killed or injured in 

pressure mine blasts.  

 There is no count of the number of cattle 

killed in these incidents. 
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 It is sad and abhorring that the unintended 

targets of Maoist violence have often been 

civilians and innocent, speechless, animals.  

 Why Maoists are considered to be a 

potentially dangerous? 

 While the Maoists have beaten a tactical 

retreat, they are still a formidable force with 

an estimated 4,000 armed underground 

cadre spread across 106 districts in 10 States.  

 The Maoists have gone a long way in 

indigenously and ingeniously fabricating 

weapons.  

 Lately, they have developed crude rocket 

launchers that are not accurate but have 

―nuisance value‖.  

 Their arsenal now consists of a melange of 

weapons 4,000 regular and another 6,000 

country made.  

 These include sophisticated weapons such as 

SLRs, AK series rifles, INSAS rifles looted 

from the security forces, and weapons such 

as country guns that they have fabricated in 

their production units. 

 Consequences of Policy on Citizenship for 

Tibetan Refugees 

What is the issue? 

 Tibetan refugees are facing various 

challenges due to the policy stands of host 

country and the government-in-exile  

What is the brief account of Tibetan refugees 

in India? 

 After the defeat of the Tibetan army at the 

Battle of Chamdo in 1951, China occupied 

Tibet, the Tibetan Government did make 

attempts to adjust to the situation.  

 The unrest started after the realisation that 

China was satisfied not just with the 

occupation of Tibetan territory but was 

aiming at the systematic destruction of 

Tibetan civilization. 

 A full-scale national uprising against China‘s 

rule erupted in 1959, but it was crushed by 

Chinese military might.  

 This event led to the flight of the Dalai Lama 

and around 8000 Tibetans, seeking refuge in 

India and other neighbouring South Asian 

countries. 

 The uniqueness of Tibetan refugees is that 

they sought refuge not only for personal 

safety but also for the preservation and 

protection of their culture and religion which 

was under relentless attack in their 

homeland under China‘s rule.  

What is the prevalence of Tibetans in India? 

 India has invested nearly six decades in these 

Tibetan settlements and in the preservation 

of the Tibetan civilization in general. 

 Out of the total Tibetan diaspora community 

of 128,944 worldwide, around 94,203 are 

currently based in India.  

 Most of the Tibetan refugees in India are 

residing in 39 major and minor settlements, 

and are involved in either agriculture or 

agro-industries or handicrafts for their 

livelihood. 

 The Tibetan diaspora communities all over 

the world regard India as their ‗second 

homeland‘. 

  Many of the second and third generations of 

Tibetans were born and raised in these 

settlements in India.  
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 Tibetans abroad not only keep in regular 

touch with their relatives in India but also 

visit their former schools and institutions in 

India.  

 They also come for pilgrimage, visiting not 

only Tibetan monasteries and different 

Buddhist sites in India but also to reconnect 

with their memories of the life they spent in 

these settlements.  

What is India’s policy on Tibetan refugees? 

 India did not adopt the policy of integrating 

Tibetans into mainstream Indian society.  

 Rather, it facilitated the preservation and 

promotion of their distinctive culture, 

tradition and identity by setting up separate 

Tibetan settlements in various parts of India. 

 Separate schools for the Tibetan children was 

also established and allowed the functioning 

of the Tibetan government-in-exile to 

manage their affairs.  

 The Government of India has given 

autonomous power to the government-in-

exile to manage Tibetan settlements and 

schools in India.  

What are citizenship policies for Tibetan 

refugees? 

 Citizenship -Indian Citizenship Act 

(Amendment) of 1986 which allows for the 

acquiring of Indian citizenship by anyone 

born in India between January 26, 1950, and 

July 1, 1987.  

 The amendment has made a large section of 

the second and third generations of Tibetan 

refugees eligible for Indian citizenship. 

 Travel documents -The Government of 

India issues an ―Identity Certificate‖ (IC) for 

Tibetans in lieu of a passport for travelling 

abroad.  

 Apart from the long and complicated process 

of procuring the IC, they are also required to 

apply for a permit to exit the country as well 

as for re-entry so that they could come back 

to India.  

 Ministry of External Affairs has listed the 

following four conditions for Tibetans 

seeking Indian citizenship:  

1. They are required to get their 

Registration Certificate (RC) and 

Identity Certificate cancelled. 

2. They should not be staying in 

designated Tibetan refugee settlements. 

3. They should submit an undertaking that 

they no longer enjoy the benefits offered 

by the Tibetan government-in-exile; 

and,  

4. They should submit a declaration that 

they no longer enjoy any privileges, 

including subsidies, by virtue of being 

RC holders. 

 The latest policy of the Government of India 

is aimed at easing the regulations on Tibetan 

refugees for travel and study abroad. 

 It has been reported that this new policy was 

also aimed at discouraging Tibetans from 

applying for Indian passports. 

What is the stand of government-in-exile on 

this moves?  

 There are no formal restrictions imposed by 

the Tibetan government-in-exile on Tibetan 

refugees seeking Indian citizenship, it has 

actively discouraged them from taking this 

step 
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 There is a strong feeling amongst the Tibetan 

community that taking Indian citizenship 

would weaken the Tibetan movement and 

tantamount to giving up the hope of a Free 

Tibet.  

 The government-in-exile seems to be 

applying double standards. On the one hand, 

it has been encouraging Tibetans living in 

other countries, especially those in the West. 

 To take up the citizenship of their host 

countries and labels them as Tibetan 

Ambassadors to distant lands.  

 On the other hand, it does not favour 

Tibetans in India adopting Indian 

citizenship.  

What are the challenges faced by Tibetan 

refugees? 

 Tibetans neither have the right to own 

businesses or obtain a licence to engage in 

business activities nor are allowed to own or 

buy land, they are also not entitled to secure 

bank loans. 

 The conditions imposed by the Government 

of India and the double standard adopted by 

the Tibetan government-in-exile have put the 

Tibetans in India in a dilemma.  

 Indian policy require them to leave their 

homes in the Tibetan settlements where they 

were born and grew up, and become 

homeless once again. 

 It could have a negative consequence in 

terms of dismantling Tibetan settlements 

which are nerve centres for the preservation 

and promotion of Tibetan civilization.  

 

 

What measures India needs to take in this 

regard? 

 Government of India needs to rethink its four 

conditions as well as the relaxation of rules 

with regard to Tibetans travelling abroad.  

 Government of India needs to redouble 

efforts to implement the Tibetan 

Rehabilitation Policy of 2014 which it 

adopted in consultation with the Tibetan 

government-in-exile.  

 The Government of India could project these 

thriving Tibetan settlements at the 

international level as a model for post-

conflict reconstruction of war-devastated 

societies.  

 In effect, both the Government of India and 

the Tibetan government-in-exile need to 

adopt a long-term perspective and rethink 

their policy towards Tibetans acquiring 

Indian citizenship. 
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